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A BSTRACT
Interesting online news visualizations are often discussed in Twitter, a conversation medium that is separated from the original visualization. We present VisTwit, a method that feeds back realtime
Twitter discussions about a news visualization to the visualization
itself, thereby promoting more involved discussions. Integrating
VisTwit in a web-based visualization is easy: news editors simply
define anchoring points in the visualization where Twitter messages
containing associated keywords will be shown. The design space
of VisTwit includes selection criteria of the ranking methods to filter messages, design of sparklines to show information scent, and
methods for facilitating structured conversation between readers.

For example, let us assume we are integrating VisTwit with a
heatmap visualization about government budgets. Each rectangular
region has a text label about the budget category. In this case, we
will create an anchor for each category, linking it to the respective
rectangular shape on the visualization and using the name of the
budget category as a keyword. When users hover the mouse over
each region on the news visualization, VisTwit will overlay matched
Twitter messages about each budget item. In this way, VisTwit can
be thought as a feedback loop as shown in Figure 1. This integration of commentary with the news visualization will contribute to
the experience of readers in the following way:
• An enhanced sense of belonging in the readership community;
• Overview about the acceptance of a news visualization; and

Index Terms: H.5.3 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
Group and Organization Interfaces—Web-based interaction; H.3.5
[Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Online Information
Services—Web-based services

• In-depth discussion at the level of individual keywords, which
facilities structured conversation about a news visualization.
Social Bookmark
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I NTRODUCTION

Web-based news visualizations, which provide a visualization of
news content, are gaining in popularity. Media outlets, such as the
New York Times and The Guardian, use web-based visualization
as a mean to increase understanding of the data related with news,
thereby providing fresh insights to the readers. However, these visualizations are delivered as finished content produced by the journalist, and lack the capacity to reflect crowd-based responses and
comments about the work. Even though the readers can comment
and link the visualization from social network services, such as
Twitter or Facebook, their messages are fragmented to their social
networks. This fragmentation limits interaction with other readers.
In this paper, we propose VisTwit, a Twitter-based web service for
overlaying real-time Twitter messages onto web-based visualizations to encourage discussion around the data. News visualizations
typically have many graphical entities such as circles, rectangles,
and lines well as text labels and annotations. To integrate VisTwit
with such a visualization, the editors simply create one or several
anchors and link them to these graphical entities. Anchors also
have associated keywords and ranking rules that are used to partition matched Twitter messages between them. Then, using the
Twitter Search API, VisTwit (1) aggregates tweets that mention the
visualization URL, (2) partitions the tweets between anchors based
on the textual content and the anchor keywords, and finally (3)
ranks them according to the salience and uniqueness of the messages. When a reader of the news visualization interacts with these
entities, matched and aggregated Twitter messages are overlaid on
top of the original visualization to show related Twitter messages
from other viewers about these subjects.
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Figure 1: Concept diagram for the VisTwit system. The visualization
can be linked to the social network service using social bookmarkin
techniques. The proposed VisTwit system creates a feedback loop
of the messages back into the visualization so that these messages
can be used as context-aware annotations of the visualization.

This paper presents the following contributions: (i) the recognition
of Twitter messages as a source for automatic annotations for news
visualizations; (ii) an anchor-keywords scheme to enable structured
conversation on a visualization; and (iii) the design of information
scent using sparklines to convey the status of the conversation.
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R ELATED W ORK

A number of web-based visualization systems to aid collaborative sensemaking process have been developed [7, 11, 12], most of
which have sophisticated comment or annotation functions. However, according to a followup study of Many Eyes conducted by
Danis et al, the real discussions on a visualization often happened
outside the site [2]. News visualizations are usually accompanied
by a social network bookmark, where users link the visualization
to their social network and continue discussions in those communities. This results in fragmented and distributed discussion isolated
from the visualization itself. This limitation is suboptimal because
feedback on a contribution increases additional contributions [1].
Therefore, fragmenting the discussion community decreases the opportunity for comments to generate additional contributions. VisTwit tries to solve this problem by developing a feedback loop from
the social network service back to the visualization.

How to present the collective insights from readers is an important research problem. The most common form of generating feedback loops is with list-type comments, which are used in Many
Eyes [11]. However, for highly graphical content such as visualizations, annotations superimposed on the visualization may be a
better approach [7]. For example, Contextifier [8] tries to annotate
a stock line graph from news article sources. In VisTwit, the visualization format can be any information visualization format, and
the information source is Twitter messages. Previous work have
also use Twitter as an information sources [3]. Visual Backchannel [5] uses them to track large-scale events. Vox Civitas [4] helps
journalist find information sources, and introduced the concept of
message utility based on uniqueness. In VisTwit, we are extending
the audience of this data from journalists to general news readers.
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T HE V IS T WIT S YSTEM

VisTwit is a Twitter aggregator system that collects, partitions, and
summarizes Twitter messages about a visualization and then feeds
back this data to the visualization itself as an annotation layer superimposed on the visualization. The basic idea is to aggregate Twitter messages that contain the visualization URL and visualize their
content on the visualization, thereby closing the feedback loop.
We will explain VisTwit features and components using an existing
visualization named 512 paths to the White House1 , which was
published in the New York Times on November 2, 2012 by Mike
Bostock and Shan Carter. Figure 2 shows the visualization, where
users can explore permutations of election scenarios based on the
results of nine states. It was very popular, resulting in over 10,000
tweets containing a link to the visualization.

Figure 3: Example of layout showing the general trends and specific
details. At the bottom of the visualization, general trends are shown
with the line chart showing the volume trend of tweets. Representative messages are shown based on a ranking function. Messages
cycle in 3-5 seconds, and the user can adjust the selection criteria,
such as “Close to me”, “My social network,” or “Most retweeted.” The
specific messages are shown when the mouse hovers over the anchor point. The related messages filtered with predefined keywords
are shown. When the message is highly interesting, the user can react by replying or retweeting, which will promote in-depth discussion.

However, general messages may miss specific details in individual
tweets. For example, when a viewer is interacting with the state
of Florida on the visualization, tweets about Florida are likely interesting to the viewer. To remedy this, we propose the concept
of an anchor as a way to partition tweets down to the level of individual entities on the visualization. An anchor consists of (a) a
graphical entity on the visualization, and (b) a set of associated
keywords. The editors of the news publication create anchors by
selecting graphical entities and adding associated keywords. For
example, in the 512 paths visualization, the entities may be the text
labels representing the states, and the associated keywords can be
the name of the states. In this way, readers who hover the mouse
over the anchor entity will see a popup showing interesting tweet
messages relevant to that entity. Furthermore, based on information
foraging theory [10], we draw a sparkline showing the trend associated with the anchors to provide information scent to the users.

Figure 2: A screenshot of the “512 paths to the White House” news
visualization from the New York Times website.

3.1

Aggregating and Partitioning

The Twitter messages that VisTwit overlays on a visualization can
be thought of in two dimensions: (a) general discussion, and (b)
specific details. General discussion about a visualization is straightforward to collect by simply searching for the URL using the Twitter Search API. Representations of such general discussion may include the total number of tweets, the most retweeted messages, or
the most favorited messages. Also, a timeline of tweets mentioning the visualization can show the current stage of the conversation,
i.e., whether it is gaining popularity or losing momentum.
1 http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/11/02/

us/politics/paths-to-the-white-house.html

Figure 4: Example of an anchor: The text label Florida is associated
with the keywords florida, fla, fl. A sparkline representing information
scent shows the relative occurrence of this keywords from all relevant tweets. When the user hovers over the Florida label, the tweets
mentioning Florida and the visualization will be overlaid as a popup.

3.2

Ranking Tweets

There are approximately 10,000 tweets containing a link to the example visualization. Even with anchors to partition these tweets
into specific categories, there is still a large volume of data. For
example, there are more than one hundred tweets that each contain the word Florida or Ohio. This shows the need for a ranking
mechanism to sort tweets according to additional criteria:
• Social Distance: Message that originate within or near the
reader’s social network should be exposed more extensively.
• Influence: Users with many followers have more impact.
• Retweets: Important messages tend to be retweeted.
• Favorited: Favorited messages should have more weight.
• Geographic Distance: Depending on context, messages from
close geographic distances may have more meaning.
• Recency: Recent messages are often most relevant to readers.

many such entities in the visualization. The contents of tweets were
mostly “I like this” or “check out this interesting thing” kind of
messages. This shows the limitation of current conversation mechanisms for visualization. We speculate that adding anchors to specific entities of the visualization may better facilitate the in-depth
discussion over visual entities.
Such in-depth discussion enables collective sensemaking, where
people can use the comments and discussions of others to interpret
and make sense of novel events and information [9]. In other words,
the ultimate goal of VisTwit is to transform static and “read-only”
visualizations into collective sensemaking platforms.
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C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

However, these kind of selection criteria may not be optimal for
situations where comments have the form “I like this,” which tend
to be common in social media services. Incorporating a degree of
uniqueness [4] in the ranking mechanism may thus be desirable.

This paper presents the VisTwit system, where Twitter messages
about news visualization can be fed back into the visualization. The
anchor point, where graphic entities in the visualization are associated with predefined keywords, show relevant comment about that
area of the visualization, thus creating context-aware annotation,
which promotes in-depth discussion about the data.

3.3

R EFERENCES

Design of Information Scent

VisTwit will only show specific Twitter messages when the user
hovers the mouse over a graphical element associated with specific
anchor. However, gaining an overview of these anchor points and
identifying what elements are receiving interests from other users is
difficult According to information foraging theory [10], the concept
of information scent is one way to provide hints about the existence
of information. However, news visualizations are usually designed
to convey large amounts of information effectively. Adding new
graphical components using VisTwit can interfere with the original visualization, which is not desirable. To alleviate this, VisTwit
should provide information scent using a minimal visual footprint.
We suggest using a sparkline, which is has a small visual complexity, to communicate the number of tweets in both absolute terms, as
well as a relative percentage of that anchor’s content. Depending on
the design, new Twitter messages being aggregated containing that
keyword can be made to flash subtly. In this case, the data entities
that are receiving more Twitter messages will draw more interest.
4

D ISCUSSION

The major benefit of VisTwit can be explained using the concept of
feedback theory [6]. Positive feedback happens when the output of
the system promotes the output function. For example, if there are
no comments, users will be less motivated to contribute themselves,
which is a vicious cycle. However, when there are many interesting
comments for the users, the user would be motivated to contribute
more in forms of answering question or arguing against earlier comments. It will again increase the possibility of the interesting comments. This creates a virtuous cycle. The role of VisTwit here is to
increase the number of impression of other people’s response, thus
facilitating discussion, which results in quality comments.
Highlighting specific keywords for specific visual elements in the
visualization can promote discussions about the specific. For example, another recent visualization, named “Constellations of Directors and Their Stars”2 , shows the relationship between directors
and their frequent actors. However, of 408 tweets containing a link
to it, only two of the tweets contained the reference to the specific
entities, such as names of directors or actors, even though there are
2 http://www.nytimes.com/newsgraphics/2013/09/07/

director-star-chart/
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